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Abstract. Today exchange of data among CAD systems becomes more important. As each CAD system has its
own flavor to represent the same objects, exchange of data among them is full of issues. Most common problems are
incomplete transfer of presentation information, associativity between representation and presentation, usage of
annotation planes and text. They are analyzed in details and possible solutions are suggested as well.
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some of those issues. We will try to provide possible
solutions as well.

1. State of the art
The exchange of the data generated by different
CAD systems emerged few decades ago. Initially
IGES was used as intermediate format [1]. Later it
was superseded by STEP [14], [19], [21]. STEP is
gaining popularity for database applications [6]. But
we will not address this in the paper. So far only
geometry and topology was exported and imported
from STEP into and from CAD systems. Just recently
the scope of this exchange started to constantly grow
[8], [9]. One of the vehicle for this process is CAx-IF
(CAx Implementors Forum) [3]. It is a collaboration
organization enabling easier way to exchange the data
among CAD systems. Collaborative design and
planning is more and more recognized as an important
topic [20]. This group also defines common understanding and usage of the same data structures. As
mentioned above, STEP serves well as a common data
structure for geometry and topology. This is well
recognized by the industry, but no longer satisfying all
the needs. CAD systems are extending the usage of
STEP to also exchange presentation data (colours,
transparency, curve thickness, etc.), validation properties (test points, volume, surface area, etc.), construction history, GD&T, etc. Integration of STEP and
OWL is another application area [18]. The usage of
the new standards from STEP (even if they are defined
some time ago) causes some problems and they have
to be tackled. In this paper we will try to highlight

2. Issues
The main reason for the appearance of the
problems with exchange of the data generated by
different CAD systems – different tools do the same
things differently. The same applies to the storage of
the data. The main task of this article is determining
common principles and data structures for CAD
systems and providing suggestions how to use them.
Issues arising here are described in next subsections.
2.1. Presentation versus Representation
Representation data are exchanged among CAD
systems since appearance of IGES standard [1]. In
principle, geometrical/topological structures like ABREP, CSG, etc. fall under this category. For example,
if we have an edge implemented as a circular arc, then
it is called ‘representation’ of the curve. Assume one
wants to display e.g. the radius of that arc on the
screen. That is called ‘presentation’ of that curve. Ane
example of representation and presentation is provided
in Figure 1.
Even though it sounds simple, there are many
ways how to bring these data on the screen and many
CAD systems underestimate this process. Only
recently CAD systems started to exchange
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3D model and/or provide additional annotations to it.
So if model provides representation only, it misses
some essential information for the end user (notes,
styling, important dimensions, etc.). Exchanging of
the presentation data becomes much more important
when the need to transfer GD&T data arose. This
aspect will be discussed in next subsections [15].
2.2. GD&T issues
Dimensioning in CAD systems appeared few
decades ago and was modeled in 2D (as models
themselves were 2D). GD&T adds some extra benefits
to the pure 3D model [5], [7]. The example of the
typical dimension together with STEP entities needed
to model it is provided in Figure 2. Today most of the
CAD systems provide capabilities to calculate dimensions (in this case “76.64”) automatically from the
data. If a CAD system is also capable to automatically
update this value when original data (in this case – the
length of the curve) are changing – it is implementing
the needed relationship between representation and
presentation of a dimension. Usually this is not the
issue within CAD system itself. It becomes problematic when one needs to exchange a property between
different CAD systems. As described earlier, CAD
systems use basically the only way to exchange data –
they use STEP. So it is important that STEP data
models are well defined, easy to understand and
maintain. In order to realize associativity between
presentation and representation within STEP – rather
complex structure has to be handled. An example of
this structure is provided in Figure 3.

Figure 1. Example of representation and presentation

presentation data. This example is one of the first test
cases provided by CAD systems via CAX-IF
organization mentioned above to the public [16]. In
this particular test case some features (like through
holes) and faces are colored specifically (blue and red,
respectively). This is also noted in additional text
provided on the picture in various languages. The very
first example stored in STEP containing presentation
data is provided in [2]. Besides simple cube it also
includes leader directed callout – simplest possible
callout, which is a kind of annotation to the model.
In general, presentation should be treated as
auxiliary option to its representation. But if presentation is available, it should be presented to the end
user. Summarizing, we can say that representation is
more computer sensible than presentation and is used
by CAD tools or viewers to represent particular 3D
model. Presentation is the way how to style available

Figure 2. Example population of a curve dimension
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Figure 3. Example of associativity between a portion of the geometry (edge_curve) and the annotation (draughting_callout)
using the old approach

Figure 4. Example of associativity between the portion of the geometry (edge_curve) and the annotation (draughting_callout)
using the new approach

Detailed GD&T representation and presentation
data are linked by shape_aspect_associativity
(#11000). The ‘related’ shape_aspect (#11020)
captures the portions of a geometric model being associated with annotation. The ‘relating’ shape_aspect
(#11010) captures the annotation elements being

associated with elements of the geometric model
(#11011). Both shape_aspects have to share the same
product_definition_shape (#97). This diagram shows
the way to associate leader_directed_callout (#200)
with edge_curve (#10074) it is representing. Besides
shape_aspect_associativity and shape_aspect mentio-
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becomes evident that all the dimensioning elements
can’t be freely placed in any orientation in space, thus
avoiding possible ‘chaos’. GD&T elements have to be
grouped in 3D. This grouping was decided to be done
within some faces – special planes. Those planes are
called annotation planes and were originally defined
in [12]. Recently the entity annotation_plane was also
added into STEP (part101 [11]). An example of the
annotation plane with some annotations placed in it is
provided in Figure 5. There are 2 mutually perpendicular annotation planes. All annotations are approximately equally distributed between those planes in this
example. Unfortunately, there are some problems with
the usage of the annotation planes in STEP – bounding
box is not enforced for an annotation plane (via
planar_box entity). Annotation_plane refers only to
‘mathematical’ plane, which is infinite. This becomes
a problem when some tool needs to display an annotation plane on the screen. Therefore CAD systems are
encouraged to always generate a bounding box for an
annotation plane. In Figure 5 annotation planes are
bounded according to the dimensions of the whole 3D
object. Sometimes even those dimensions are not
sufficient – some annotation (on the left part of
Figure 5) may fall outside of the annotation plane. As
mentioned above, a possible solution is that the source
CAD system (which generated the data originally)
should provide explicit bounding box.

ned above, the user also has to populate many intermediate entities – property_definition (#11013 and
#11023), shape_definition_representation (#11012 and
#11022) and shape_representation (#11011 and
#11021). In summary, we can say this old approach to
associate representation and presentation is rather
complex and requires a lot of intermediate instances.
Therefore some efforts were spent to improve the
STEP model. An example of the new and simplified
model is provided in Figure 4. It is clear the structure
provided in Figure 3 is not optimal and partially
redundant.
It
was
recognized
that
item_identified_representation_usage entity allows
simplifying it a lot. Instead of 3 entities
(property_definition, shape_definition_representation
and shape_representation) we need to populate just
one – item_identified_representation_usage. In the
case of previously provided example, instead of
having 6 intermediate entities we have only 2
item_identified_representation_usage (#11030 and
#11040 entity instances). So when this new pattern is
allowed by Application Protocol [17] – it is
recommended to use it (Figure 4) rather than the
pattern provided in Figure 3. In order to distinguish
item_identified_representation_usage used to link
draughting_model from the one pointing to geometric
model (in this case, A-BREP), 2 specific subtypes
were introduced: draughting_model_item_association
and geometric_item_specific_usage, respectively.
Only relatively recently CAD systems started to
fully model annotations and all GD&T presentation
data in 3D. This causes more issues to resolve. It

Figure 5. Example of an annotation plane with some annotations
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Figure 6. STEP data model linking annotation_plane with its orientation and position

Figure 7. The data model for the draughting and annotation area in STEP

2. Project
that
center
point
onto
an
annotation_plane.
Newly calculated projection point is the center
point needed for displaying of an annotation_plane.

Unfortunately, CAD system usually does not
specify the size explicitly. The centering of an
annotation plane is also an issue with most of the files
provided by the tools. STEP provides an explicit way
to specify that center point. The data model is shown
in Figure 6. Here EXPRESS-G diagram presents links
among annotation_plane, plane, axis2_placment3d
and finally cartesian_point. CAD tools usually set that
cartesian_point, but it is only a point on a plane. It is
not a center point of an annotation plane to be
displayed. In the case planar_box is not provided as
suggested above, receiver has to deal with inomplete
data and try to display annotation_plane in the best
possible way. The proposed algorithm goes as follows:
1. Calculate the center point of a 3D object/scene.

2.3. Polyline approach vs semantic approach
The draughting and annotation area in STEP is
semantically rich (Figure 7). It is good when data are
modified by receiving system after they were
exchanged between two CAD systems. Semantic
richness of the data is essential for such modifications.
Unfortunately, this data model is too complex for
simple exchange of the data. Therefore, CAx-IF group
(mentioned above) agreed on another option to
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One of the possible solutions for it is the usage of
one common and standardized font. One of the best
candidates is ISO-3098 [13]. Unfortunately, this font
is just getting popularity and public available
implementations lack some of the font symbols. This
is especially important, because CAx-IF group agreed
[4] to use special symbols like “¦” or “䒁” and decode
them as Unicode symbols rather than store them as
some graphical shapes. Publically available fonts, like
ISO-3098, lack those special symbols mentioned
above. So in order to do a full scale exchange, adding
those special symbols into fonts is an essential
requirement.
Another issue is the text/font size. In STEP it is
specified as width and height (Figure 10) of the
character’s string. The problem here is that a producer
has to calculate the bounding box of each character’s

exchange the annotation data – use the so-called
‘polyline approach’. Simplified EXPRESS-G [10]
diagram of the data model used here is provided in
Figure 8. All elements like symbols, curves, and text
are represented (or more exactly – approximated) by
the line or the arc segments. So this approach has the
drawback – those segments are always only an
approximation of the exact data. Semantic poorness is
the bigger disadvantage of the polyline approach. A
receiving system can’t really edit and modify such
data after importing them. The modification of such
data is the same as modifying line segments of the line
without knowing their semantics. Usually data sets
(test cases) have thousands or more such line
segments. So editing of such data does not make much
sense. E.g., instead of changing one letter in text from
‘A’ to ‘B’, the user would need to find and delete at
least 3 line segments corresponding to the letter ‘A’
and add line segments needed to represent the letter
‘B’. This is very tedious and surely not practical way
to implement editing.
elements
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annotation_
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name

item

geometric_
curve_set

polyline
trimmed_
curve

points
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_point
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name
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Figure 8. The data model for the 'polyline approach'

Figure 10. The data model specifying the text size in STEP

Figure 8. The data model for the 'polyline
approach'.One of the most problematic areas of the
data exchange between CAD systems is text. Although
the exchange of the character sets looks simple,
problems arise when we start to talk about the correct
font, its size, special symbols, etc.
First of all, different CAD systems have different,
usually proprietary fonts. So transferring of characters
“ABC” defined by font “X” into another CAD system
having no such font is problematic. The same text
represented in different fonts will look different. It
becomes very problematic when text has to exactly fit
into specific box or frame (which is very often used in
GD&T area). Figure 9 contain a typical example of
the problem mentioned above. The font issue is
recognized and realized by CAD vendors.

string. The worst – a receiver is not getting the font
size. It is getting only that bounding box. The easiest
solution is to get the text height and treat it as a font
size. In most of the cases it is approximately correct
solution. If a receiving system does not have the font
generated by a source system, usually a text in a
receiving system will look shorter or longer than in a
source system. Figure 9 provides such an example.
The bottom line of the text more or less precisely fits
into the bounding box, but the width of the text is
almost two times shorter than it was originally
defined. Unfortunately, there is no easy solution here.
This simply means that a font in a source system is
much wider than a font in a receiving system. A
receiving system has to find a font which is the best
approximation of the font used in a source system.
STEP is used here as an intermediate format and it
does not provide ability to exchange more font
characteristics. So finding the font ‘X’, which is
semantically closer to the font ‘Y’ is almost a pure ‘try
and test’ task.

3. Conclusions
There are many issues with the exchange of
presentation and representation data in CAD systems.
Unfortunately, most of the issues are different in
nature and have to be tackled individually. This article
provided suggested solutions for the most popular

Figure 9. Example of the issue to fit the text into the GD&T
frame
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issues. Some of the solutions required to change
standards within STEP. We contributed to those
changes as well. Some of the issues (like the text font
and size issue) can’t be fully fixed today. So we
provided recommendations how to minimize bad
consequences of the data exchange.
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